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Trattoria Piatto opened December 22, 1997, and lasted until August 25, 
2018. It was a northern Italian-format restaurant in a pleasant old 
house at 22 West Pomfret Street in Carlisle. 
 



In the spring of 2011, owner Ross Morris opened a wonderful, intimate 
little bar in a room at the rear. There were about eight stools at the bar, 
some pub-height tables as well as an upholstered chair and built-in 
upholstered seating in a niche. It had that warm, intimate feel of a tiny 
place in some exotic vacation spot where people smiled and switched 
to accented English when you started a conversation. 

 
The bar featured Italian wines, cocktails, amari, interesting whiskies and 
a large selection of grappas. Patrons could order small pizzas or “small 
plates” at the bar or tables. It quickly attracted a cult following. It was a 
place where strangers got into interesting conversations. During any 
afternoon happy hour or evening one could expect a crowd of regulars 



as well as interesting out-of-towners in Carlisle for car shows or 
business at the Army War College. 
 
Talk at the bar was often about trips to Italy and usually skewed off into 
discussions of Italian wines. 
 
Shelves behind the bar held an array of bottles with fancy shapes and 
labels that were off-beat enough that they alone started half the 
conversations in the place. When somebody tried one of them, that 
started yet more talk. You could get a “flight” of amari. 
 

 



Ian Kraus, an excellent bartender, often invented cocktails on request. 
The veterans of the place especially remember the smoked spruce and 
other flamed ingredients he mixed up on the bar with great 
showmanship.  
 
Two years after Piatto broke hearts and closed, Ian wrote the following: 
 
Thank you greatly for sharing this. It brings very fond memories.  I 
enjoyed our chat on the street corner the other week -- reminiscing 
fondly, pondering the what-ifs, chuckling while remembering the laughs 
-- it seems to be all we have of that place any longer as I know for a fact 
that the bar has since been removed by the new owners.  
  
I will always look back with a tender heart on those many long nights 
we enjoyed each other’s company -- in addition to your wonderful, 
neighborhood clans.  You and so many others say whenever you see me 
that “Ian made that place what it was.”  
 
I am convinced it was not I, nor the staff; it was the loyal patrons that 
created the je-ne-se-quoi feeling there.  I never would have made half 
the drinks I did without the drive and encouragement from patrons like 
you and others to try, to push bounds, and to experiment.  
 
Thank you for the wonderful memories.” 
 
 



 
 



 


